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 Extra Particle Physics That's science, folks, and there is not enough of it in the world.Q: WPF: When should I use Unions and
Interfaces? WPF is a very powerful GUI framework and I've been trying to learn it for a few weeks now. I got the basic concept

of how it works, but I am still struggling to understand when would I need to use them. In some cases it seems like they just
make things more complex. Does someone have some good advise on when to use each? A: There are many "rules" and "best

practices" when designing software. Some examples of such "rules" are: 1. Never design your GUI in code. Use
XAML/DataTemplates 2. Never use BackgroundColors, Fonts, etc... use DataTemplates and StyleTemplates 3. Never use static
objects and create them in code. Use DependencyProperties and INotifyPropertyChanged The point is, you should design your

GUI using a concept called MVVM (Model-View-ViewModel) M - Model The Model is used to provide data for your View and
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ViewModels. View - View Model The View is a presentation layer. The ViewModel exposes the View with the View's logic (in
my opinion View should always be a dumb View, no code). View Model - View The ViewModel is used to update the View

with the ViewModel's logic. In WPF there are many concepts used such as Templates, DataBinding, INotifyPropertyChanged
and Dependency Properties. Imagine having to create 10 different views. You would most probably end up duplicating a lot of

code and create a lot of problems for yourself and others. That is why the suggested patterns (that you referred to in your
question) are meant to help you in designing your GUI using the MVVM concept and they are the "rules". For example a

DataTemplate is a "view" that is used to render any object that implements the IView interface. So you can create a
DataTemplate for a Label and then for a Button and then for a TextBox. It's much better than hardcoding your UI. You should

only create a template when you need it. The style is something similar, but it's used to generate the 82157476af
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